Realistic B-mode and flow images can be simulated with scattering maps based on optical, CT, or MR images or parametric flow models. The image simulation often includes using 200,000 to 1 million point scatterers. One image line typically takes 1800 seconds to compute on a state-of-the-art PC, and a whole image can take a full day. Simulating 3D images and 3D flow takes even more time. A 3D image of 64 by 64 lines can take 21 days, which is not practical for iterative work. This paper presents a new fast simulation method based on the Field I1 program. In imaging the same spatial impulse response is calculated for each of the image lines, and making 100 lines, thus, gives 100 calculations of the same impulse response delayed differently for the different lines. Doing the focusing after this point in the simulation can make the calculation faster. This corresponds to full synthetic aperture imaging. The received response from each element is calculated, when emitting with each of the elements in the aperture, and then the responses are subsequently focused. This is the approach taken in this paper using a modified version of the Field I1 program. A 64 element array, thus, gives 4096 responses. For a 7 MHz 64 element linear array the simulation time for one image line is 47 1 seconds for 200,000 scatterers on a 800 MHz AMD Athlon PC, corresponding to 17 hours for one image with 128 lines. Using the new approach, the computation time is 10,963 seconds, and the beamforming time is 9 seconds, which makes the approach 5.5 times faster.
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For 3D images with 64 by 64 lines, the total conventional simulation time for one volume is 5 17 hours, whereas the new approach makes the simulation in 6,810 seconds. The time for beamforming is 288 seconds, and the new approach is, thus, 262 times faster. The simulation can also be split among a number of PCs for speeding up the simulation. A full 3D one second volume simulation then takes 7,500 seconds on a 32 CPU 600 MHz Pentium 111 PC cluster.
Introduction
The simulation of ultrasound imaging using linear acoustics has been extensively used for studying focusing, image for-0-7803-6365-5/00/$10.00 0 2000 IEEE mation, and flow estimation, and it has become a standard tool in ultrasound research. Simulation, however, still takes a considerable amount of time, when realistic imaging, flow, or 3D imaging are studied. New techniques for reducing the simulation time are, thus, desirable.
The main part of an ultrasound image consists of a speckle pattern, which emanates from the signal generated by tissue cells, connective tissue, and in general all small perturbations in speed of sound, density, and attenuation. The generation of this can be modeled as the signal from a large collection of randomly placed point scatterers with a Gaussian amplitude. Larger structures as vessel or organ boundaries can be modeled as a deterministicly placed set of point scatterers with a deterministic amplitude. The relative amplitude between the different scatterers is then determined by a scatterer map of the structures to be scanned. Such maps can be based on either optical, CT or MR images, or on parametric models of the organs. Currently the most realistic images are based on optical images of the anatomy [ 11. Blood flow can also be modeled by this method. The red blood cells, mainly responsible for the scattering, can be modeled as point scatterers and the flow of the blood can be simulated using either a parametric flow model [2] or through finite element modeling [3] . The received signal is then calculated, and the scatterers are propagated between flow emissions. The simulation of all linear ultrasound systems can, thus, be done by finding the summed signal from a collection of point scatterers as shown in Fig. 1 . The random selection of point scatterers should consist of at least 10 scatterers per resolution cell to generate fully developed speckle, and for a normal ultrasound image this results in 200,000 to I million scatterers. The simulation of the responses from these scatterers must then be done for each line in the resulting image, and the simulation for the whole collection is typically done 100 times with different delay focusing and apodization. This makes the simulation take several days even on a fast workstation.
A second possibility is to do fully synthetic aperture imaging in which the received response by all elements are found, when transmitting with each of the elements in the array. The response of each element is then only calculated once, and the simulation time can be significantly reduced. This is the approach suggested in this paper. A second advantage of such an approach is that the image is focused after the field simulation. The same data can, thus, be used for testing a number of focusing strategies without redoing the simulation. This makes is easier to find optimized focusing strategies.
Theory
The field simulation must find the received signal from a collection of point scatterers. Using linear acoustics the received voltage signal is [4] :
where denotes spatial convolution, temporal convolution, and 71 the position of the point scatterer. vpY(t) is the pulse-echo wavelet, which includes both the transducer excitation and the electro-mechanical impulse response during emission and reception of the pulse. fm accounts for the inhomogeneities in the tissue due to density and speed of sound perturbations that generates the scattering, and h,, is the pulse-echo spatial impulse response that relates the transducer geometry to the spatial extent of the scattered field. Ex- (4) where N, is the number of point scatterers and Ni is the number of imaging directions. It is assumed that the number of elements in both transmitting and receiving aperture are the same, and that the apodization and focusing are included in the calculation . A convolution between h,(?l , t ) , h,(7l , t ) and vPe(t) must be done for each scatterer and each imaging direction. This amounts to convolutions for simulating one image.
The same spatial impulse response for the individual elements are, thus, being evaluated Ni times for making an image, and an obvious reduction in calculation time can be gained by just evaluating the response once. This can be done by making a synthetic aperture simulation approach. Here the response on each of the receiving elements from excitation of each of the transmitting elements are calculated. The received responses from the individual elements are beamformed afterwards. Hereby the number of evaluations of the spatial impulse responses is
The number of convolutions is increased to N,., = N,N: f N J " , (7) since all emissions must be convolved with the response from all receiving elements and vPe(t) must be convolved with the responses. This can be reduced to if the transmitting and receiving elements are the same, whereby the signal received is the same due to acoustic reciprocity [SI, when the transmitting and receiving elements are interchanged. The beamforming is done after the calculation, but this can be done very efficiently as demonstrated in Section 3. The improvement in calculation of responses is given bv and for the convolutions [9] . The first solution is very fast, whereas the last two solutions are highly accurate but significantly slower. The choice of method will, thus, affect the balance.
A second aspect, in the implementation of the approach, is the use of memory. The number of bytes, when using double precision data, is MBytes, which is more acceptable. It is, however, still large, and much larger than the cache in the computer. It is therefore necessary to reduce the number of cache misses. This is sought achieved in the program by sorting the scatterers according to the distance to the array, which gives results that are placed close in the memory. The memory interface of the computer is, however, very important in obtaining a fast simulation. A significant reduction can in general be attained with the approach as will be shown later, and the method makes it very easy and fast to try out new focusing schemes once the basic data has been simulated. This would demand a full recalculation in the old approach.
Examples
All the examples in the following section have been made by a modified version of the Field I1 simulation system. The parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 1 .
An artificial kidney phantom based on data from the Visible Human Project' has been used as the simulation object. The phantom consists of 200,000 point scatterers within a box of 100 x 100 x 35 mm (lateral, axial, elevation dimension), ' Optical, CT and MR images from this project can be found at: http://www.nlm.nih gov/research/visible/visibIe-human.htm1 (12) where img is the gray-level image data with values from 0 to 127, and 7k is the discrete position of the scatterer. This scaling ensures a proper dynamic range in the scatterering from the various structures. The resulting image using a synthetic aperture simulation is shown in Fig. 3 The simulations have been carried out using a standard PC with 512 MBytes RAM and an Athlon 800 MHz CPU running Linux RedHat 6.2. The various simulation times are shown in Table 2 . These data also include the beam focusing for the synthetic aperture simulation, which took 9 seconds in all cases. It can be seen that the simulation times increase nearly linearly with the number of elements, and linearly with the number of scatterers. The improvement for a phased array image with 128 lines is roughly a factor 5.5 to 6, which lies between the two boundaries given earlier. The actual improvement is dependent on the object size, transducer, sampling frequency, CPU, and memory interface, and the numbers will be different for other scan situations.
A three-dimensional scanning has also been implemented. A two-dimensional sparse array ultrasound transducer was used, and a volume consisting of 64 x 64 lines with 200,000 scatterers was made. Simulating one line takes 455 seconds, which gives a full simulation time of 1,863,680 seconds (21 days and 13 hours). Using the new approach the whole volume can be simulated in one pass. This takes 6,810 seconds and the beamforming 288 seconds, which in total gives an improvement in simulation time by a factor of 262. A further benefit is that different focusing strategies also can be tested without a new simulation, and a new volume image can then be made in 288 seconds.
A parallel simulation has also been performed using a Linux cluster consisting of 16 PCs with dual 600 Pentium I11 processors and 256 MBytes of RAM for every 2 CPUs. The scatterers are then divided into 32 files and the simulation is performed in parallel on all machines. The total simulation time is 935 seconds for the 2D simulation and beamforming takes 9 seconds, when using 200,000 scatterers for the phantom. A full simulation of a clinical image, thus, takes 15 minutes and 44 seconds, which is acceptable for iterative work. This should be compared with 16 hours and 45 minutes on one CPU using the line based simulation. This approach can also be employed for the three-dimensional scanning and can reduce the time for one volume to roughly 212+288 = 500 seconds. Simulating I5 volumes of data corresponding to one second of volumes for a 3D scanner can then be done in 7,500 seconds or roughly 2 hours.
